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	Title: Saved by the Light
	School: Vail Mountain School     Vail, Colorado
	Sponsor: Mr. Brett Falk
	Abstract: This experiment aims to understand the effect of temperature on battery run time. I hypothesized that heating and cooling a household alkaline battery for some time decreases battery run time due to chemical reactions occurring within the battery. 

My experiment involved three trials of alkaline batteries that were heated, cooled, and stored at room temperature. Two batteries were chilled in the freezer for one hour at -12 degrees Celsius. Two batteries were placed under a heat lamp for one hour and heated to 63 degrees Celsius. Two additional batteries were stored at room temperature for one hour at 22 degrees Celsius. An infrared thermometer gun confirmed battery temperatures. Each set of batteries was placed in a penlight, the pen lights were turned on, and were video recorded.

The data collected did support my original hypothesis. The room temperature batteries lasted the longest at an average of 659 minutes. The chilled battery lasted an average of 581 minutes. The heated batteries lasted the least amount of time at 485 minutes.  

These findings led me to believe that heating or cooling household alkaline batteries reduces battery run time. Both heating and cooling affect the chemical reaction that occurs within a battery but in opposite ways. Heating a battery makes the chemical reaction occur faster and shortens run time. Cooling a battery also reduces battery run, however, by slowing the chemical reaction that occurs within the battery. This learning is applicable for flashlight usage when camping during the winter or summer.
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